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WHAT Ell SEES THAT K DOESN’T (WHEN p > 3)
JACK MORAVA
Abstract. We use Andrew Baker’s analysis of the cofiber of the endo-
morphism
Ep−1 : S
2(p−1)Ellp → Ellp
of the p-adic elliptic spectrum (p > 3) to present its completion away
from the locus of ordinary elliptic curves as a sum of roughly p/12 copies
(indexed by supesingular elliptic curves) of p-adic lifts of the height two
mod p cohomology theory K(2).
1 An elliptic curve over a field of characteristic p is said to be supersingu-
lar if it has no p-torsion geometric points; or, more precisely, if its group
(-valued functor) of p-torsion points is connected (and infinitesimal). Such
curves have unusually large groups of automorphisms: their associated for-
mal group laws have height two. That is, in the formal multiplication-by-p
endomorphism
T 7→ [p]E(T ) = v1(E)T
p + v2(E)T
p2 + · · · ,
v1(E) = 0, while v2(E) is a unit.
Homotopy theorists know that, for primes greater than three and away from
the locus of supersingular curves in the elliptic moduli stack, elliptic coho-
mology and topological complex K-theory are Bousfield equivalent - that is,
they have the same class of acyclic spaces - and therefore see pretty much
the same things [1]. The corresponding equivariant assertion is not so well
understood, but I believe it also holds for Borel equivariant versions of these
cohomology theories.
2 Recollections The ring Zp of p-adic integers can be identified with the
ring of Witt vectors over Fp; more generally, W (Fpn) is the valuation ring of
the unramifield extension Qpn/Qp defined by adjoining a primitive (p
n−1)th
root of unity.
LetM = Z[E4, E6] be the ring of integral modular forms for Sl2(Z); following
[6], we have
123∆ = η24 = E34 − E
2
6 and j = E
3
4∆
−1 .
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Elliptic curves are classified (up to isomorphism, over an algebraically closed
field) by their j-invariants. If the curve E : y2 = x(x− 1)(x − λ) is written
in Legendre’s form, then
j = 28
(λ2 − λ+ 1)2
λ2(λ− 1)2
and Deuring showed that E is supersingular iff
∑
0≤k≤(p−1)/2
(
(p− 1)/2
k
)2
λk ≡ 0
modulo p. A theorem of Deligne identifies v1 with Ep−1 modulo p when
p > 3, and Gross and Landweber [3] show that
v2 ≡ (−1)
p−1
2 ∆
p
2
−1
12 ≡ (−1)
p−1
2 12−
p
2
−1
4 · η2(p
2−1) .
3 Definition Let
M0p := W (Fp2)[e4, e6]/(3e
2
6 = 1− e
3
4) ;
then
E4 7→ 12η
8e4, E6 7→ 24η
12e6, j 7→ e
3
4
defines a flat extension
∆−1M →M0p[η
±1]
of the ground ring for Landweber-Ravenel-Stong elliptic cohomology, and
thus a p-adic version of elliptic (co)homology at primes greater than three1.
A supersingular elliptic curve E over Fp can be shown to be defined over
Fp2, implying that j(E) ∈ Fp2 has Teichmu¨ller lift (E) in W (Fp2)
2. The
polynomials
Sp(j) =
∏
E supersingular/Fp
(j − j(E)) ∈W (Fp2)[j]
have simple roots, and are of degree
σ(p) := 1− ǫ(p) + ⌊p/12⌋ ,
where ǫ(p) = ±1 if p ≡ ±1 mod 12, and is otherwise zero. These polynomials
are tabulated for primes less than 53 in [6](§2.8.3).
4 The ring extension
M0p →M
0
Sˆp
:= (M0p) ̂(Sp)(j)
1Exercise: 3 has a square root mod p > 3 iff p ≡ ±1 mod 12.
2Andrew Ogg observes that the only primes for which all supersingular j-values lie in
the prime field are exactly those primes occurring in the order of the Monster simple group
[2].
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defined by completion with respect to the ideal generated by Sp(j) is again
flat, defining a version
M∗
Sˆp
:=M0
Sˆp
⊗M Ell
∗
of classical p-adic elliptic cohomology completed away from the locus of
ordinary elliptic curves (i.e. whose formal group laws have multiplicative
reduction, defining cohomology theories which, like Tate K-theory [4](Th
5.1), are equivalent to classical K-theory, but with nonstandard complex
orientations).
As suggested in [5]§2.2.1, see further [7],
M∗
Sˆp
∼= ⊕K∗(Qp2)
splits as a sum of σ(p) lifts to W (Fp2) of the Fp-module-valued cohomology
functors K(2).
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